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Introduction
Always looking out for that unusual rifle, I recently re-discovered the Bushmaster M17S. I say re-discovered as I
remember when the first rifles came into the UK back in the early nineties. A friend purchased one and as a result I got
the opportunity to evaluate and have a shoot. I found the rifle generally acceptable and accuracy was good, but if I had
any criticism,  the trigger pull was poor, iron sights were crude and the scope sat to high on the carrying handle.

Whilst I found the rifle acceptable, the owner, who was an inexperienced shooter had considerably more problems.
He would trap the skin on the back of his hand as the cocking handle closed, plus on one occasion he managed to get
an empty case lodged behind the chamber and the receiver body. As a disgruntled owner, he must have sold the rifle

as I never saw it again and to be honest, the rifle went completely of my radar. However a few months ago I came
across a M17S on the Internet that appeared to be in superb condition, was largely unmodified but was over priced.
Over the years, the few rifles that came into the UK have been used excessively in UK practical competitions and
therefore tend to be very worn, owners have extensively modified their rifles, with work typically taking place to the
scope mounts, modified cocking handle and what ever other modification, they thought might give them the edge over
their AR15 counterparts.

Having got the price of the rifle reduced, I decided to take the plunge and purchase the rifle and upon taking receipt,
a quick check, confirmed the rifle was in near perfect condition, the original cocking handle and sights where included
in the sale but had been replaced with an ambidextrous cocking handle and two pictinney rails, that had been fitted
without altering the rifle in any way.

Description
Originally a short stroke gas operated semi automatic rifle designed for the military market, I will describe the UK legal
compliant version which lacks any gas system and therefore is single shot only.
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The rifle is a bullpup compact design (magazine behind the pistol grip) that fires from a locked bolt and consists of four
major parts groups. The upper receiver group, lower receiver group, bolt carrier group and the trigger, hammer and
sear group.

The upper receiver or handguard is an aluminium box section that contains the barrel assembly, bolt, carrier and
carrier return spring assembly. The lower receiver is a polymer frame that has an integral pistol grip, butt and supports
the trigger, trigger bar, safety, hammer, sear and the magazine assembly.

As far as I am aware the rifle was only produced in 5.56mm, the 21.5” barrel has six grooves, with a 1 in 9 twist and an
effective range of 600 meters. The rifles overall length was 30”, weighs 8.2lbs when empty and accepts all standard
NATO M16 & AR15 magazines.

History
Information from publications is very limited and most information is available on the Internet. The original design
emanates from the Australian company Armtech Ltd, which developed the prototype in 1986 as a potential
replacement rifle for the Australian Army L1A1 rifle. Two prototypes were developed, one in 5.56mm NATO and a
more revolutionary version that used caseless ammunition. However the resulting trials did not go well and the
Australian Army adopted the Steyr AUG.

Failure at the trials lead to the sale of the design to another Australian company, Edenpine Pty Ltd. Edenpine improved
the design and expressed interest in selling the rifle into the US market with Bushmaster purchasing a license to
manufacture locally and therefore avoiding import restrictions. The rifle was sold from October 1992 to 1994 under
the designation "Edenpine M17S Bull-Pup Rifle". The distributor was Edenpine (USA) Inc., headquartered in San Jose,
California.

When Edenpine folded in 1994, all rights passed to Bushmaster, who manufactured it as the "Bushmaster M17S" The
rifle was manufactured by Bushmaster from 1992 until 2005 at their Windham, Maine facility.

Whilst production by Bushmaster has ceased, the M17S continues to produced, albeit in a much modified and
improved form by the  company K&M Arms in Chandler, Arizona.

Upper Receiver
The upper receiver/handguard is manu-
factured from extruded 7075-T6 alumin-
ium box section and is a particularly
efficient and simple method of construc-
tion. Whilst I have described it as box
section, it is not square. It is 61cm long,
4.5cm wide at the top, extending to 5.5
at the bottom, with a height of 5cm.

On the bottom of the receiver there are
three pairs of lugs which use a similar pin
concept as the AR15, securing the lower
receiver. On this rifle a lower picatinny
rail has been fitted to permit the fitting
of a bipod, however it is not a original
component of the rifle.
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The top of the receiver has a groove running the full length of the receiver.
However the rear section of the groove is slotted and supports the cocking
handle assembly and the front section has a series of cooling ports which
secures the polymer carrying handle, front & rear sight and the scope base
as seen in the image on the right.

On the sample rifle discussed in this report, the polymer carrying/cocking
handle has been replaced with a more efficient aluminium ambidextrous
cocking handle and a modern picatinny rail.

On the left side of the receiver are four screws which secure an internal rail
which supports the bolt cam pin. As the bolt carrier moves to the rear, the
cam pin touches the rail, moves in its cam and unlocks the bolt. As the bolt
carrier continues to the rear, the rail prevents the cam pin moving in the cam
and keeps the bolt in the open position.

At the front of the receiver is the handguard cap which supports the front of
the barrel and prevents the ingress of debris into the receiver.

Barrel
The 21.5” barrel is secured to the upper receiver/handguard using a large
single screw, handguard cap and a sleeve, which simply locks everything into
place. The muzzle is fitted with a typical US pattern birdcage flash eliminator.

The rear of the barrel is screwed into steel block called the barrel gas/block.
The block has a bolt locking mechanism identical to the AR15 and has three
recesses which supports the return spring mechanism and on the original
design, the piston operating rod (removed on the UK version).

Original sights
The iron sights are built into the carrying handle and are viewed through the
scope rail. The rearsight is seated in a dovetail and can be drifted left and
right to adjust. The foresight is a single wide blade and is seated only 4” in
front of the rearsight.

The large foresight post, short sight radius and general simplicity, severely
limits the iron sight capability, therefore I would best described this arrange-
ment as emergency combat sights.
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The original scope was a polymer picatinny rail secured
to the carrying handle. I have no experience of fitting
or using optics in this format. However due to the short
length of the rail I would have thought this mount was
designed for a short and low magnification combat
sight. However the fact that the mount, carrying han-
dle are polymer, the cocking handle moves and engag-
es in the rear of the cocking handle, would in my
opinion cause accuracy problems. To add further prob-
lems, the sight would be in contact with the operator hands every time he utilised the carrying handle. Overall I like
the designers concept, but in practice, I would regard this as a poor design.

Bolt & carrier Group
To those personnel that have served in the British Army in the last thirty years, the bolt and carrier group would be

instantly recognisable and therefore could be for-
given for associating this M17S assembly with the
SA80 or L85 series rifle. However, heritage and the
concept for both bolt and carrier groups stems
from the Armalite AR18 and despite the obvious
similarities, the two bolt and carrier group designs
are not related, are substantially different and are
not interchangeable.

The carrier is a solid steel block that supports the
typical AR15 multi-lug bolt and like the AR15 has
the same cam mechanism to rotate and lock the
bolt assembly.

The return spring assembly is very compact and
consists of the return spring plate, two guide rods
secured to the plate, two return springs and the
carrier which is retained on the guide rods by two
clips.

When inserted into the upper receiver, the front
pins of the return spring guide rods engage in the
barrel/gas block, the bolt engages in the corre-
sponding lugs of the barrel block and the return
spring plate seats flush with the end of the upper
receiver. The hex head screw which is positioned at

the top of the carrier locates in the cocking handle and therefore the cocking handle can be withdrawn to the rear to
start the rifles operational cycle.

From a manufacturing standpoint, this bolt and carrier group concept provides for simple construction,  significantly
reduced production costs, and allowed rifles to be licence-produced locally on less advanced machinery. The carrier is
guided by two guide rods and there is no need for a complicated and sophisticated receiver assembly requiring
multiple machining operations as seen in the FAL, AR15 and other traditional bolt designs. Whilst the M17S and the
AR18 never enjoyed military success, both designs where sold as civilian versions.
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Lower Receiver Group
The lower receiver group is a one piece polymer frame with an integral pistol grip,
trigger guard and butt. Whilst it is a one piece unit for the operator, it appears it was
manufactured as two parts and welded together. It is secured to the upper receiver
via a fixed front axis pin and two locking pins similar to the AR15 type. Being a
bullpup design the trigger mechanism sits at the front, followed by the magazine
housing and behind this the hammer and sear assembly.

The trigger assembly is an all polymer unit with the exception of the axis pins and
the trigger bar which links with hammer/sear assembly. Pulling the trigger, operates
the trigger cam which draws the trigger bar forward, operating the sear, releasing
the hammer, which is allowed to rotate under the influence of its spring, striking the
firing pin and therefore initiating the firing sequence. The ambidextrous safety is a
simple sliding mechanism, which when applied blocks the path of the trigger cam,
thereby preventing the trigger bar from operating and releasing the hammer.

From an Armourers perspective, I have two observations, whilst a simple and
effective design, there are two tiny grooves which have been in-filled with red and
white paint to indicate when the safety catch has been engaged. Therefore to a
poorly trained operator, he could be easy become confused and be able to discharge
the rifle. Like many bull-pup designs, the trigger pull weight is excessive, even by
military standards and requires 9.9 lbs to release the sear. This excessive pull has an
obvious impact on accuracy, which is a shame as the rifle has the potential to be
accurate.

The magazine assembly accepts AR15 magazines and its function and layout is also
identical to the AR15. The magazine release catch is ambidextrous and the rifle has
a hold-open device which holds back the bolt on the discharge of the last round. On
either side of the lower receiver and around the magazine release catch are integral
shrouds designed to protect the catch and prevent accidental release.

To the rear of the bolt release catch is the rifles metal ID plate, it highlights the place
and country of manufacture, calibre, model, serial number and in the case of UK
models a UK proof mark.

On the original rifle the butt plate was integral with the lower receiver, but my
model has had  a further butt plate added increasing the overall length by one inch.
The rear sling swivel is located at the bottom of the butt, but again the front swivel
has been removed to accommodate the lower picatinny rail.

Optics
I have added optics as a topic as the original ironsights could be best described as
emergency sights at best and the original carrying handle/scope mount had serious
short comings.

This rifle has had some minor modifications and one is to remove the original
carrying handle/mount and replace it with a decent picatinny rail, which permits a
far more effective optical mounting system.
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Before mounting any form of optic, one must consider the rifles layout and intended use. As engagement distances
will be no more than 600 yards and more practically 300-400 yards, powerful scopes are unnecessary and secondly as
the rifle is compact by nature it is impractical to fit a large scope as you will introduce handling, balance and fitting
problems.

I fitted a small Sightron tactical 2-10x32. Ten magnification is fine for 100 - 300 yard  engagements, the 32mm object
lens is perfect for a low profile sight alignment and the compactness of the scope is ideally suited to maintaining the
balance and to this type of rifle.

Range Test
Upon receipt of the rifle, I stripped it down, inspected it and gave it a major service. As discussed in the report, the rifle
had received some minor modifications, which consisted of an upper and lower picatinny rail, butt plate extension and
improved cocking handle. As mentioned above I fitted a tactical Sightron scope, treated the rifle to a new 10rd H&K
magazine and a Atlas bipod.

My first range test was at 100yrds and the rifle shot well. It cycled with no misfeeds and the rifle was well balanced in
keeping with its compact design. The short overall length and the central pistol grip means the rifle comes up quickly
and naturally to the target which is good for a military design, however on civilian gallery ranges, one must remained
focused to ensure the barrel is always pointing down range as its very easy to swing left or right.

I believe the rifle to be accurate but the poor trigger prevents the rifles true accuracy potential coming to the fore.
Unlike the semi-automatic versions, the UK single shot model does not suffer from over-heating, however during the

cold winter months, placing your cheek against the cold aluminium stock is initially unpleasant. Stripping the rifle for
cleaning is easy, however re-assembly of the carrier group and its alignment with barrel block can be a fiddle in good
conditions and difficult at night.

Shooting the rifle is a pleasure, especially with the new cocking handle arrangement and if a bipod is employed it helps
stabilise the rifle and off-sets the heavy trigger pull. I have not done any reloading research for this rifle as time is
against me,  therefore I used the same ammunition configuration, that I developed for my AR15 which consists of 23
grains of Viht N140, pushing a Sierra 69gr bullet at a shade under 2600fps, with no hard extraction.
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Regardless of shooting position, whether it be shooting prone, utilising the bipod, shooting from the bench and using
a rest, groups only averaged 2.083” at 100 yards, which isn't particularly good, when compared to a AR15. However in
my opinion this is a typical reflection of the bullpup design and my experiences of both the AUG and the SA80 rifles
support this. Military triggers with long trigger bars, connecting to a trigger group, where never conducive to a good
trigger pull and therefore accuracy is affected.

Summary
These rifles are becoming fairly rare in the UK, especially models that have not been “butchered” in some way. The
rifle never really took off in the UK as it was unable to compete in the UK shooting scene when compared to the AR15’s
and their various clones. However in the US, the rifle has seen a new lease of life with the company, K&M Arms. K&M
appear to have overcome the rifles shortcomings such as overheating, better trigger mechanism, relocation of the
cocking lever and have even gone on to develop a .308 version.

I brought this rifle for two reasons, it was in good condition and was relatively untouched except for a few minor
modifications and bullpup rifle designs are becoming increasing rare and therefore I thought it would be good to add
to the collection.
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